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AI chatbot Lee Luda shut down in 3 weeks

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/14/time-to-properly-socialise-hate-speech-ai-chatbot-pulled-from-facebook
https://www.vice.com/en/article/akd4g5/ai-chatbot-shut-down-after-learning-to-talk-like-a-racist-asshole
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Not the first time

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/24/tay-microsofts-ai-chatbot-gets-a-crash-course-in-racism-from-twitter
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What is Lee Luda?

• Open-domain conversational AI chatbot
• Developed by Scatter Lab’s Pingpong team based in 

South Korea
• Serviced through Facebook messenger

• Persona
• 20-year old female college student majoring in 

Psychology
• 163cm; ENFP; likes cooking, reading travel blogs, 

dancing; works at a café, good at steaming milk
• Has a sister named Luna and a cat named Dreamy

https://namu.wiki/w/%EC%9D%B4%EB%A3%A8%EB%8B%A4(%EC%9D%B8%EA%B3%B5%EC%A7%80%EB%8A%A5)
https://www.yna.co.kr/view/AKR20210107153300017?input=1195m
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How was Lee Luda created?

• Technology
• Inspired by BERT

• Data
• 10 billion conversations from KakaoTalk, retrieved from the company’s 

Science of Love app launched in 2016, which analyzes the degree of affection 
between partners based on messenger chats
• Users of Science of Lab claimed the company used their personal information 

without prior/proper consent, and some even warned of a class action suit 
against the company

https://www.aitimes.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=132244
http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20210115000716
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Timeline of issues surrounding Lee Luda

• 2020/12/23: Start of service
• 2020/12/30~: Some users sexually harass Lee Luda
• 2021/1/8: Official Q&A 1
• 2020/1~: Lee Luda is found to output hate speech
• 2020/1~: Lee Luda is found to leak personal information
• 2021/1/11: Official statement
• 2021/1~: Personal Information Protection Commission and Korea Internet 

& Security Agency begin investigation
• 2021/1/12: Stop of service
• 2021/1/15: Official Q&A 2
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A very brief review of language models

• Language models (LMs): 
• Systems trained on string prediction tasks, i.e. predicting the likelihood of a 

token (character, word or string) given either its preceding context or (in 
bidirectional and masked LMs) its surrounding context 

• A very brief history
• Components in systems for ASR, MT, etc.
• N-gram LMs
• Word vectors distilled from neural LMs
• Pre-trained Transformer LMs
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LMs are getting larger and larger

On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be Too Big? 🦜. Bender et al. FAccT 2021. https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922
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Large LMs don’t leak their training data?

• Machine learning models are known to leak information about their 
(potentially private) training data.
• Such privacy leakage is typically associated with overfitting because 

overfitting often indicates that a model has memorized examples 
from its training set.
• The association between overfitting and memorization has—

erroneously—led many to assume that SOTA LMs (that exhibit little to 
no overfitting) will not leak information about their training data.

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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This work

• Demonstrates that large LMs 
memorize and leak individual training 
examples
• Proposes a training data extraction 

attack and demonstrates it on GPT-2 
(but it works on any language model)
• Suggests practical strategies to 

mitigate privacy leakage

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Threat model

• Adversary’s capabilities: Black-box input-output access
• Highly realistic because many LMs are available through black-box APIs

• Adversary’s objective: Extract memorized training data from the model
• Doesn’t aim to extract targeted pieces of training data, but rather 

indiscriminately extract training data

• Attack target: GPT-2
• Model and data are public, so any extracted data is already public
• Still the dataset (despite being collected from public sources) was never actually 

released by OpenAI, so it is not possible to unintentionally cheat

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Risks and ethical considerations

• Privacy risks
• Data secrecy
• Contextual integrity

• Ethical considerations
• Tried to minimize ethical concerns by 

attacking GPT-2 whose data is public
• Masked out part of personally-identifying 

information
• Received permission from individual whose 

information is partially shown in Figure 1
• Shared findings with OpenAI

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Training data extraction attack

• Step 1: Text generation (200,000 samples of 256 tokens)
• Top-n: Do top-n sampling
• Temperature: Sample with decaying temperature
• Internet: Condition on internet text

• Step 2: Membership inference (Sort samples with 6 metrics)
• Perplexity: Choose samples with low model perplexity (high likelihood)
• Small: Compare to a second model (Small GPT-2)
• Medium: Compare to a second model (Medium GPT-2)
• Zlib: Compare to zlib compression
• Lowercase: Compare to lowercased text
• Window: Calculate perplexity on a sliding window

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Overview of attack and evaluation

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Results

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Strategies for mitigating privacy leakage

• Train with differential privacy
• Curate the training data
• Limit impact of memorization on downstream applications
• Audit ML models for memorization

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Lessons & Future work

• Extraction attacks are a practical threat
• Memorization does not require overfitting
• Larger models memorize more data
• Memorization can be hard to discover
• Adopt and develop mitigation strategies

Extracting Training Data from Large Language Models. Carlini et al. arXiv 2020. https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.07805
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Structure of the paper

• Environmental and financial costs
• Unfathomable training data
• Opportunity costs from misdirected research effort
• Real-world risks of harms brought by large LMs
• Paths forward

On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be Too Big? 🦜. Bender et al. FAccT 2021. https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3442188.3445922
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Environmental and financial costs

Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP. Strubell et al. ACL 2019. https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02243
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Environmental and financial costs

• Accuracy gain can be small compared to the cost 
• E.g. Strubell et al. estimate that an increase in 0.1 BLEU score using neural 

architecture search for English to German translation results in an increase of 
$150,000 compute cost in addition to the carbon emissions

• Cost of inference might outweigh that of training in the long run
• Recommendations:
• Researchers should report training time and sensitivity to hyperparameters
• Researchers should keep in mind how the risks and benefits are distributed, 

because they do not accrue to the same people
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Unfathomable training data

• Size does not guarantee diversity
• Static data/Changing social views
• Encoding bias
• Curation, documentation, and accountability
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Opportunity costs

• Large quantities of research effort turned towards measuring how 
well BERT, etc. do on certain benchmarks (e.g. GLUE, SQuAD, SWAG)
• There is criticism that no actual language understanding is taking place
• Some works show that these systems are using spurious cues to excel on 

these metrics

• But the research community can be spending time on
• Applying meaningful capturing approaches to meaning sensitive tasks
• Exploring more effective ways of building technology with datasets of a size 

that can be carefully curated and available for a broader set of languages
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Seemingly coherent LM-generated text
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Real-world risks of substantial harms

• LMs reproduce and amplify biases in the training data, and further 
reinforce and propagate stereotypes and problematic associations
• These biases can lead to allocational and/or reputational harms, as 

biases in the representations affect system decisions
• Bad actors can take advantage of the ability of large LMs to produce 

large quantities of seemingly coherent texts on specific topics
• LMs, found to memorize training data, pose privacy risks
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Paths forward

“In summary, we advocate for research that centers the people who 
stand to be adversely affected by the resulting technology, with a broad 
view on the possible ways that technology can affect people. This, in 
turn, means making time in the research process for considering 
environmental impacts, for doing careful data curation and 
documentation, for engaging with stakeholders early in the design 
process for exploring multiple possible paths towards long-term goals, 
for keeping alert to dual-use scenarios, and finally for allocating 
research effort to harm mitigation in such cases.”
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